Mistress of Ceremonies

Nneka Elliott
If you ask Nneka when she knew she wanted to be a broadcaster, she would say, “I’ve always
known”.
24-year old Nneka Elliott is no stranger to the world of Broadcasting. Canadian born and Vincentian
raised, Nneka had her first foray with the industry when she became the co-host of a weekend radio
program with HITZ FM in St.Vincent and the Grenadines.
From there Nneka headed back to Canada to complete studies in Radio and Television at Ryerson
University in Toronto. By the time she had graduated, Nneka held such positions as Anchor, Reporter
and Audio Editor at CFRB NEWSTALK 1010 AM.
In 2006 Nneka turned her attention to Television as a weather broadcaster with Canada’s national
weather station, The Weather Network. While there, Nneka continued to brush up her reporting skills
as a part-time reporter for the lifestyle Television show, “Toronto Living” on Rogers.
These days you can find Nneka on Toronto’s only 24-hour news station CP24, helping Torontonians
plan their day, as their Traffic/Weather Specialist.
Nneka is passionate about serving her community as a role model, mentor and speaker.
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National Anthems
O Canada! Our home and native land!
True patriot love in all thy sons command.
With growing hearts we see thee rise,
The True North, strong and free!
From far and wide, O Canada,
We stand on guard for thee.
God keep our land glorious and free!
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee!

St. Vincent Land so beautiful
With joyful hearts we pledge to thee
Our loyalty and love and vow
To keep you ever free.
Whate’er the future brings
Our faith will see us through.
May peace reign from shore to shore
And God bless and keep us true.
Hairoun! Our fair and blessed Isle
Your mountains high, so clear and green;
Are home to me though I may stray;
A haven calm serene.
Our little sister islands are
Those gems the lovely Grenadines,
Upon their seas and golden sands
The sunshine ever beams.
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Permanent Representative to the UN

Camillo M. Gonsalves
Guest Speaker
In November 2007 Camillo M. Gonsalves, presented his credentials to the UN Secretary-General as the new Permanent Representative of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines to the United Nations.
Prior to his UN appointment, Mr. Gonsalves served as Senior Crown Counsel in the Attorney General’s Chambers.
In that position, he participated in an advisory capacity on behalf of his Government in a variety of negotiations and
discussions with various foreign Governments, and in the diplomatic sphere he was a member of multiple delegations discussing a wide range of matters. He also represented his Government in several high-level bodies of the
Caribbean Community (CARICOM), including at the Heads of Government Conference, the Subcommittee on the
Harmonisation of Laws, the Legal Affairs Committee, and the Council for Finance and Planning.
From May 1999 to September 2004, Mr. Gonsalves served as an Associate in several law firms, and as a Legal Adviser to the Government of St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Starting in October 2004, he worked in private practice
at a Kingstown law firm.
Mr. Gonsalves founded Reggaematic Magazine in October 1997, and has been its publisher and editor-in-chief since
then. It is an informational magazine produced by the Government’s Agency for Public Information. Among his
other posts, Mr. Gonsalves has been the on-air host of a weekly live three-hour radio programme called “Reggae
Blast”. He was also art director, writer and copy editor (March 1995 to August 1996) of The Philadelphia Tribune.
He earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in journalism from Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and his
Juris Doctor degree from the George Washington University Law School, Washington, D.C. He received his Legal
Education Certificate from the Norman Manley Law School in Jamaica.
Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on 12 June 1972, Mr. Gonsalves is not married.
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A message from the
ST. VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES CONSUL GENERAL TO TORONTO

STEVE O. PHILLIPS
Anniversaries are usually a time for thanksgiving and celebration. As we celebrate we are often driven into retrospection and simultaneously, anticipation of a fulfilling future. We recall what have been accomplished and in so doing feel a sense of satisfaction or, in some
cases disappointment.
As we celebrate the 29th anniversary of our nation’s independence we cannot help but acknowledge God’s unfailing lovingkindness
and unfathomable mercies toward us. At home and in the diaspora, our people have much for which to celebrate and be thankful. We
possess a sense of pride in being nationals of a notable developing nation in the Western Hemisphere where godly values still permeate
the society and democracy prevails.
Another year has elapsed and we have not suffered the ravages of national disasters as have been the experience of so many countries
around the world. Another year and our standards of living have improved rather than deteriorate despite the global economic downturn.
Another year and we still experience freedom and peace despite the presence of few criminal and other antisocial elements in the societies in which we live. Indeed, another year when we can say thanks to God for his providential leadings, provisions and protection.
At home, our government continues to work assiduously to eradicate illiteracy and poverty, to provide better health care, housing and
other social services, to build and enhance needed infrastructure, in effect, to raise the standard of living and create sustainable growth
and development for all Vincentians. Admittedly, our nation is on a good progressive path into the future.
In looking ahead therefore, we must continue to be resolved to pursue the dream of building ourselves and a country where fraternity,
equal opportunity, peace and prosperity abound; we must vigorously pursue the goal of recapturing, maintaining and broadening the traditional wholesome values on which our forerunners laid our nation’s foundation and built. We must be determined to make St. Vincent
and the Grenadines worthy of the name Hairoun for all of us and our children.
Finally, as the St. Vincent and the Grenadines Association of Toronto celebrates yet another anniversary and convenes events here to
mark this 29th anniversary of our nations independence, acknowledgement must again be made of its significant role in helping to build
our community through various initiatives, and contributing to the enrichment of the society in which we live. Congratulations.
May God bless us all as we do our part to build and leave behind an honourable legacy.
Steve O. Phillips
Consul General
Consulate of St. Vincent and the Grenadines						
333 Wilson Avenue, Suite 601 							
Toronto, Ontario, M3H 1T2
Tel: (416) 398-4277
Fax (416) 398-4199



website: www.svgconsulate.org
Email: consulategeneral@rogers.com
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A message from the

President
of the

St. Vincent and the Grenadines Association of Toronto

St. Vincent and the Grenadines Association of Toronto
P.O. Box 392, Station F,
Toronto, ON, M4Y 2L8
E-mail: svgatoronto@vincytoronto.com
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Defining an Independent Country
By Matt Rosenberg
While the terms country, state, and nation are often used interchangeably, there is a difference.
A State (note the capital “S”) is a self-governing political entity. The term State can be used interchangeably with country.
A nation, however, is a tightly-knit group of people which share a common culture. A nation-state is a nation which has
the same borders as a State.
States and Independent Countries
Let’s start with what defines a State or an independent country. An independent State:
•
Has space or territory which has internationally recognized boundaries (boundary disputes are OK).
•
Has people who live there on an ongoing basis.
•
Has economic activity and an organized economy. A country regulates foreign and domestic trade and issues
money.
•
Has the power of social engineering, such as education.
•
Has a transportation system for moving goods and people.
•
Has a government which provides public services and police power.
•
Has sovereignty. No other State should have power over the country’s territory.
•
Has external recognition. A country has been “voted into the club” by other countries.
There are currently 195 independent countries or States around the world. Territories of countries or individual parts of a
country are not countries in their own right.
Examples of entities that are not countries include: Hong Kong, Bermuda, Greenland, Puerto Rico, and most notably the
constituent parts of the United Kingdom. (Northern Ireland, Wales, Scotland, and England are not countries.)
A “state” (with a lower-case “s”) is usually a division of a federal State (such as the states of the United States of America).
Nations and Nation-States
Nations are culturally homogeneous groups of people, larger than a single tribe or community, which share a common
language, institutions, religion, and historical experience.
When a nation of people have a State or country of their own, it is called a nation-state. Places like France, Egypt, Germany, Japan, and New Zealand are excellent examples of nation-states. There are some States which have two nations, such
as Canada and Belgium. Even with its multicultural society, the United States is also referred to as a nation-state because
of the shared American “culture.”
There are nations without States. For example, the Kurds are stateless people.

A Note of Thanks
The Executive Members of St. Vincent and the
Grenadines Association of Toronto herewith
express thanks to all those who participated in
and contributed in one way or the other to the
Independence Thanksgiving Church Service on
Sunday, October 21 at Rosewood Church of the
Nazarene, Scarborough.
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ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS & EVENTS TO
SVG NATIONALS IN THE DIASPORA
Our sincere thanks to those who have made
contributions to this publication, to INSIGHT
(our quarterly newsletter) and to the upkeep of our
website, www.vincytoronto.com.
To place your Ad, please email us at
svgatoronto@vincytoronto.com or contact any
member of the Executive.
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Programme
Cocktails
Welcome & Introduction of the Emcee Ms. Nneka Elliott

Monty Providence
National Anthem of Canada
National Anthem of St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Invocation
Introduction of the Head Table
Appetizer
Remarks

Ms. Francelia George, President
St. Vincent and the Grenadines Association of Toronto
Presentation to the Scholarship Recipients
Main Course
Greetings from the Consul General of St. Vincent & the Grenadines
& Introduction of Keynote Speaker

Honorary Consul Mrs. Jose Bonadie
Keynote Speaker

His Excellency Mr. Camillo Gonsalves
St.Vincent & the Grenadines Ambassador &
Permanent Representative to the United Nations
Dessert
Vote of Thanks

Ms. Elma Gabriel- Public Relations Officer
St. Vincent & the Grenadines Association of Toronto
DANCING
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Menu

The St. Vincent & the Grenadines Association of Toronto looks forward to your participation in
our 40th anniversary activities in 2009
Country, State & Nation
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St. Vincent and the Grenadines Association of Toronto
Scholarship Program

2008 Scholarship Recipient of SVGAT Bursary

Nadia Kenisha Lewis Bynoe
The recipient, Nadia Kenisha Lewis Bynoe, currently a student at the University of Windsor, completing her Bachelor of
Education, in the program of Urban Education and Native Beginning Time Teach, has dedicated herself to the field of education. Recently, a graduate from Wilfrid Laurier University, Ms. Bynoe has obtained her Bachelor of Arts in Sociology, in
conjunction with a minor in Women’s Studies.
Heavily active in her community, Nadia has committed her spare time to extra-curricular activity, as an executive member
of the Association of Black Students (A.B.S.) for 3 years, she assisted in organizing an annual Beating the Odds Conference;
a symposium specifically designed to address the disproportionate dropout rate of African diasporic students within the
Waterloo-Kitchener region. Furthermore, she has organized a panel discussion debating the controversial issues of blackfocused schooling.
In addition to this, Kenisha’s leadership skills were exercised through a non-profit organization, Global Youth Network;
volunteering internationally in Cambodia, Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil, working in a multitude of social services including: HIV/AIDS orphanages, educational projects, and assisting impoverished locals in rural villages.
Nadia Kenisha Lewis Bynoe aspires to empower herself and the Vincentian community through the attainment of higher
education. She hopes to continue her community outreach and teaching in St. Vincent and the Grenadines.

VGAT Independence
Brochure Production
Coordinator/Producer

Elma Gabriel
Editor

Fred Prescod
Artist

Afro Media
Printer
VJ Graphics

“Always remember to forget the troubles that passed away, but never forget to remember the blessings that comes each day”
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St. Vincent and the Grenadines Association of Toronto
Scholarship Program

2008 Scholarship Recipient of SVGAT Bursary

Alyson Sandy
My name is Alyson Sandy and I am a first year student at the University of Toronto. I am currently pursuing studies in Life
Sciences, which I hope will lead to a career in Medicine. My hobbies are reading, basketball, listening to music, working on
computers, and movies.
In June 2008, I graduated from Central Commerce Collegiate in Toronto as an honor roll student, and I received the prestigious
Governor General Award for academic excellence (Bronze Medal). I also received the Mary G. Noylander Science Award, the
H. Marie Smibert Award for University English, the Biology Award and the Chemistry Award. In 2004, I received the Doreen
Friedman Award for excellence in French Language.
During the academic years from 2004 to 2008, I consistently maintained an average of 90%. I also earned three medals and three
honor certificates for achieving the highest marks in Applied Canadian Geography, Academic Science and Academic French for
the 2006 year.
I previously worked as a Volunteer with the Nadal Jewish Community Centre in the After School program and with the 2nd Annual Jerk & Jazz Festival, raising funds for Visions of Science Network for Learning and Camp Jumoke.
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SVG Political Overview
PROFILE: From the 1950’s into the 21st Century
The People’s Political Party (PPP), founded in 1952 by Ebenezer Joshua, was the first major political party in St. Vincent. The PPP had
its roots in the labor movement and was in the forefront of national policy prior to independence, winning elections from 1957 through
1966. With the development of a more conservative black middle class, however, the party began to lose support steadily, until it collapsed after a rout in the 1979 elections. The party dissolved itself in 1984.
Founded in 1955, the St. Vincent Labour Party (SVLP), under R. Milton Cato, gained the support of the middle class. With a conservative law-and-order message and a pro-Western foreign policy, the SVLP dominated politics from the mid-1960s until the mid-1980s.
Following victories in the 1967 and 1974 elections, the SVLP led the island to independence, winning the first post-independence election in 1979. Expecting an easy victory for the SVLP in 1984, Cato called early elections. The results were surprising: with a record 89%
voter turnout, James F. Mitchell’s New Democratic Party (NDP) won nine seats in the House of Assembly.
Bolstered by a resurgent economy in the mid-1980s, Mitchell led his party to an unprecedented sweep of all 15 House of Assembly seats
in the 1989 elections. The opposition emerged from the election weakened and fragmented but was able to win three seats during the
February 1994 elections under a “unity” coalition. In 1998, Prime Minister Mitchell and the NDP were returned to power for an unprecedented fourth term but only with a slim margin of 8 seats to 7 seats for the Unity Labour Party (ULP). The NDP was able to accomplish
a return to power while receiving a lesser share of the popular vote, approximately 45% to the ULP’s 55%. In March 2001, the ULP,
led by Ralph Gonsalves, assumed power after winning 12 of the 15 seats in Parliament. In the December 2005 parliamentary elections,
Prime Minister Gonsalves and the ULP retained their 12-3 majority over the NDP.
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Immigration and Marriage
By: Sandra Sutherland
When immigration officials assess a spousal or common-law relationship all they really have to go on is the contents of
the application package. There in black and white lies the fate of the applicant’s future residency.
Years ago couples would be spied on so as to determine if they cohabit together and if their relationship was genuine. A
few months ago it was reported that the Conservative government was deploying teams overseas to investigate how bogus
relationships are being crafted in efforts to defraud the immigration system. It is not yet known which regions these “fraud
squads” would target.
When a spouse, common-law or conjugal partner sponsorship application is being processed, immigration officials first
assess the sponsor’s application. Once the sponsorship application is approved, the application for permanent residency
is processed in determining whether the applicant’s relationship with the sponsor is genuine and not entered into for the
purposes of immigrating to Canada. If the applicant passes this stage he/she must then pass both medical and security
checks prior to obtaining approval for permanent residency. One other factor that is also considered relates to whether or
not the applicant may pose a burden on our social system after immigrating to Canada
While marital relationships comprise a huge portion of the sponsorship applications, common-law and conjugal relationships are quite common. For immigration purposes, a relationship is considered common-law, if the couple cohabits for
a minimum period of 12 consecutive months. A conjugal relationship exists whereby the partners are unable to become
spouses or to live together continuously for one year - this is not the same as being a fiancé. Common-law and conjugal
relationships are harder to prove, receive more scrutiny and are thus easier to deny.
The immigration officer has the sole authority to determine whether a relationship may be considered genuine or not.
Many genuine relationships are refused just because of credibility issues that arise during the interview process. When
applications are refused it is expected that the sponsor will appeal the officer’s decision if indeed the relationship was and
still is genuine. The appeal process is rather costly (in terms of time and funds).
There appears to be an increase in the number of applicants that are being refused under the guise that the relationship is
not genuine and was entered into for the purpose of acquiring status or privilege. Changes to immigration policy may be
underway to replace the “and” to an “or”. Therefore, if an officer deems that relationship to be genuine but feels that it
may be entered into for immigration purposes, he/she may refuse the applicant. It is anticipated that, if this policy change
is implemented, we will see a much larger volume of refusals and an increase in applications for appeals.
There is a tendency for overseas applicants to fall prey to more scrutiny that those residing in Canada. It should be noted
that an application for permanent resident status may be made by foreign nationals who reside in Canada with or without
status
If marriage or common-law union is on your mind and a sponsorship application is necessary, take heed of these notations
lest your or your spouse’s application comes under tight scrutiny and permanent residency is subsequently denied. It is
critical to ensure that the application package contains sufficient information and documentation to convince the officer
that the relationship is genuine and not entered into for immigration purposes
Sandra Sutherland is a Certified Canadian Immigration Consultant (CCIC) in good standing with the Canadian Society of
Immigration Consultants (CSIC). Ms. Sutherland may be contacted at (416) 431-2829, at her office address, via e-mail at
ssutherland@suthernimmigration.com or visit her company’s website at www.suthernimmigration.com.
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Adopt-A-Child Program
The Relief Committee of the SVGAT is pleased to announce that the Adopt-a-Child Program in St .Vincent and the Grenadines is
progressing very well. Through this unique program the SVGAT is currently providing assistance to two students - Ms. Kadesha Nichols
from the Cane End Secondary School in Mesopotamia and Donlee Sutherland from the Spring Village Methodist School (Leeward). The
principals of these schools have provided us with school reports and updates on these students. To date they are progressing very well
academically with the assistance provided by our program.
We started out with the sponsorship of one child and a community member was so impressed by the importance of this program, donated
funds to help us sponsor the second child. As a result of its benevolent efforts we are now able to sponsor two children in SVG. We say a
hearty thank you to that sponsor and we hope that more members of our community would come forward and donate to this worthwhile
project. By offering to support these young students, we are collectively investing in the future of St. Vincent and the Grenadines.
If you are impressed by our Adopt-a-Child Program and would like to sponsor a child or would like to make a one time financial donation
to this project, please contact us a soon as possible. Please contact the Relief Committee Chair at 416-537-3269 or relief@vincytoronto.
com or any member of the executive of the SVGAT.

Thanks to all who have donated to the Relief Committee
Country, State & Nation
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Kingstown, St. Vincent
Then

Ships in Kingstown harbor, Fort Charlotte in the distance. Sketch by Billinghurst & Jukes, 1800.
St. Vincent & the Grenadines is rich with history which dates back thousands of years. Many scholars believe
that the first known inhabitants on St. Vincent were Amerindians. The first tribe was the Ciboney, followed by the
Arawak, then the Caribs, who took over the island around 1300. Long before Christopher Columbus spotted this
island during his third voyage in 1498, the Caribs had called it Hairoun. Columbus named the island St. Vincent,
since it was “discovered” on 22 January, the feast day of the Spanish patron saint, St. Vincent.

Kingstown, St. Vincent
Now

Kingstown, the capital of St. Vincent and the Grenadines, is a major port city for the Caribbean island chain. The
city features a series of surviving 19th century buildings, including St George’s Cathedral, known for its beautiful stained glass, and the Romanesque Cathedral of the Assumption. In the wharf area, visitors can see structures
built from the tile and red brick that was used as ballast on trading ships from Britain, or head up to Fort Charlotte
for a stunning view of the city.
[Inset: St. Vincent Botanic Gardens located in Kingstown
– oldest botanical gardens in the Western World]
Country, State & Nation
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